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Abstract- It is hard to keep track of performance of each
faculty in a vast in educational system. Student feedback
helps the educational institutions and the faculty to
understand if their way of teaching is helping the students
and if there is need for new methods. This paper focuses on
using sentiment analysis to extract a single word to evaluate
the faculty and then use Naïve Bayes Classifier which is a
machine learning algorithm to rate the faculty based on few
characteristics. The faculty assigns a weightage to each
student within an institution for unbiased feedback. Based
on feedbacks given by students, the faculty will be given a
rating which in turn helps in increasing the standards of
education.
Keywords: Data Mining , Naive Bayes Classifier, Text
Mining, Sentiment Analysis, NLTK(Natural Language
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I.

The paper[2] combines the reviews of people regarding a
product and uses sentiment analysis to depict the emotions
of people regarding a particular product .
In [3] sentiment analysis is applied on product reviews
given by the customers to know the quality of a product.
The model used here takes the reviews as input and uses
three steps to process them. Data preparation, review
analysis and classification of sentiments.
II. OUR APPROACH
The application has front end, backend and server side
communication. The student submits feedback through
internet. This forms the front end. The backend contains the
database where various attributes are maintained.

INTRODUCTION

The education system needs to be constantly changing
due to the advent of new technologies. So, there is a need
for faculty of an educational system to also be on par with
the latest teaching methodologies. This model helps in
keeping track of performance of each faculty by capturing
the emotions of the students in the feedbacks submitted by
them using sentiment analysis and Naïve Bayes classifier for
processing them. The faculty is then given a rating between
1 to 5 stars with 1 being the lowest and 5 being the highest.
Student weight is assigned by the faculty for each student on
the basis of few student characteristics and finally a risk
class is found for the faculty. Visual Studio is used to
develop front end and Microsoft SQL Server is used for
communication on server side for storing output in database.
A. Existing Approach
The paper [1] makes use of simple text mining and
sentiment analysis to capture the emotions of people
regarding a particular politician using Naïve Bayes
Classifier.

Fig. 1.0 Architecture

The attributes in the database that are maintained are
 Faculty department
 Student name
 Faculty name about whom the feedback is being
given
 Student ID and faculty ID
 CGPA of the student
The values of the attributes in the feedback are processed
using text mining. The output of this is fed into the Naïve
Bayes Classifier as its inputs.
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A. Text mining
NLTK (Natural Language Toolkit) module with the
Splitter class is made use in text mining. Each sentence that
is given as the feedback is split using the Splitter class and is
tokenized. All the tokenized words of all the sentences are
stored in a list.
Example: The feedback given by a student is as follows:
“He was very rude at first. But now he has improved.”
These sentences are tokenized as follows:
[‘he’,‘was’,’very’,’rude’,’at’,’first’]
[‘but’,’now’,’he’,’has’,’improved’]
The tokenized sentence is checked for the emotions
described in the input. For the above example, the list is as
follows,
[‘very rude’ , ‘has improved’]
To find the best word that describe the qualities of the
teacher, two tables are built of the most emotions that are
frequently used with their respective values.
Given below are the two tables.

Table 2. Values assigned for commonly used words[4].

Table 1. Values assigned for commonly used words[4].

B. Naïve Bayes Classifier

In our example, the list storing the words [‘very rude’, ‘has
improved’], the output word would be ‘ok’. We get this by
taking the average of the values of the words in the list.

Naïve Bayes algorithm is used for classifying a particular
input to a particular output known as the risk class. It is a
probabilistic model, based on the Bayes theorem which uses
conditional probability.
The algorithm [7] for prediction is as follows,
Step 1: Scan the dataset (storage servers), retrieval of
required data for mining from database, cloud, excel sheet
etc.
Step 2: Calculate the probability of each attribute value.
[n, n_e, e, p]
Here for each attribute we calculate the probability of
occurrence using the formula given below. For risk class we
should apply the formula.
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Step 3: The formula is given by
P(attribute_value(ai)/subject_valuevj)=(n_e + ep)/(n+e)
Where:
n = the number of training examples for which v = vj
n_e= number of examples for which v = vj and a = ai
p = a priori estimate for P(aijvj)
e= the equivalent sample size
Step 4: Multiply the probabilities by p for each class, here
we multiple the results of each attribute with p and final
results are used for classification.
Step 5: Compare the values and classify the attribute values
to one of the predefined set of class. [7]
The list having the final word(s) is given as input to the
Naïve Bayes classifier. The value of the input is compared
to that of the standard dataset. Then the output results are
mapped onto the database and the average rating of the
faculty is got.
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Table 3. Weights assigned for attendance[4].

Fig 1.3 Weightge Assignments[4].
Fig 1.2 Naïve Bayes classifier[4].

III. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
C. Updating the student’s weight
The student weight is required because sometimes, a
student who has a grudge or dislikes the faculty may give
negative feedbacks deliberately. To prevent this, the faculty
will assign each student a weightage based on certain
characteristics. They are attendance, sincerity, behavior and
CGPA of student. Each of these characteristics can be given
value up to 0.3. The weightage of student feedback can
range from 0.5 to 1.5. This is combined along with the
rating obtained by applying Naïve Bayes Classifier to get
the final risk class. This process is repeated for every
student within an institution. The weight assignment for
table is as shown in the table 3. The similar process is
repeated for other characteristics.

Our system uses the data mining technology to evaluate the
faculties of an educational institution. The feedback given
by the students is the best way to rate the faculties by using
the text mining and Naïve Bayes techniques. The main
advantage of our system is that it uses the multi point
system for rating the faculty. The student gives a feedback
in the subjective manner which uses the basic text mining
approach. The student weight given to the students helps in
increasing the accuracy of the rating. As of future work, we
can extend the rating to the supporting staff and other
degrees such as BCA, MCA, MBA, M. Tech etc.
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